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This month, we will spend some time celebrating our beloved director of
education, Marcia Cohen, for her twenty years of dedication and commitment to
making a brighter future for our Jewish youth through education. She has
brought lessons in values, holidays, rituals, prayers, and Jewish texts to life for
our youth so they could go forth and live Judaism in their everyday lives. As
much as she has tried to share the texts of our people to Or Shalom youth
through these past two decades, she has also provided an example of a strong,
female Jewish leader to our families. In his Spiritual Anthology, Rabbi Abraham
Joshua Heschel mentions that “the text the students never forget” is the
teacher. Marcia has been that teacher and role model and unforgettable
presence at the foundation of thousands of Jewish identities for those who
have come through our religious school programming at Or Shalom during
her tenure. 

In these past couple of years, even as Marcia had developed a system that was
running smoothly for quite some time, she began making shifts that could help
our education programming here at Or Shalom remain relevant and important
for the Jewish youth of today and tomorrow. She has spearheaded the work of
our J-squared reimagining and has implemented social-emotional learning
modules, innovative Hebrew approaches and deepening experiences for
madrichim. These changes have helped our children and family deepen their
connections while also making it possible to so seamlessly switch to the format



Friday, May 7
@ 7:00PM Traditional Service

Saturday, May 8
@10:00AM Bat Mitzvah of Sophie Solomon

@3:00PM Bar Mitzvah of Ryan St. Louis
 

Friday, May 14 - Teacher Appreciation
@6:30PM Honoring Youth Group Advisors,

Allisa & Kevin Horwitz & our Teachers
Saturday, May 15

@10:00AM B'nai Mitzvah of 
Matthew & Michael Ciaccio

@6:00PM Havdalah Honoring Marcia Cohen
 

Friday, May 21 - Simchat Shabbat
@7:00PM Shabbat In The Parking Lot

 Saturday, May 22
@10:00AM Bar Mitzvah of Jack Traubenberg
@3:00PM Bar Mitzvah of Shane Blumberg

 

Friday, May 28
@7:00PM Shabbat In the Parking Lot

 Saturday, May 29
@10:00AM Bat Mitzvah of Hannah Levine

@3:00PM Bar Mitzvah of Liam Waelder
 

Friday, June 4 - Pride Shabbat
@7:00PM Traditional Service

 

Saturday, June 5
@10:00AM Bar Mitzvah of Jacob Ramsay

@3:00PM Bar Mitzvah of Tripp Davis
 

Friday, June 11
@7:00PM Bar Mitzvah of Jacob Levitan

Saturday, June 12
@10:00AM Bar Mitzvah of Evan Shlau

 

Friday, June 18 - Simchat Shabbat
@7:00PM Shabbat In the Parking Lot

Saturday, June 19
@10:00AM Bat Mitzvah of Elanna Van Kirk

 

Friday, June 25
@7:00PM Traditional Service

Saturday, June 26
@10:00AM Shabbat Morning Service

 

Friday, July 2
@ 7:00PM Traditional Service

Saturday, July 3
@10:00AMShabbat Morning Service
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 MAY/JUNE SHABBAT SERVICESof learning we’ve had to adopt in these challenging
times of COVID. 

For twenty years, Marcia has worked tirelessly,
constantly, always willing to connect with our families at
Or Shalom to make for the best learning environment
for each student. In this way, Marcia has brought the
wisdom of Proverbs 22:6 to our community - Chanoch
LaNa’ar Al Pi Darco – Educate a child according to their
way.” Despite the large size of our school programs, she
has strived to make sure that every learner could find a
home here at Or Shalom and a way to grow and
succeed in their Jewish journeys. 

So, this month, I want to offer a huge thank you to Mrs.
Cohen, to Marcia. Your ruach, your energy, has
strengthened our community. The lives you have
impacted have also strengthened the Jewish people. I
hope all who read this article will join us for one of the
celebrations on the weekend of May 14th-16th to honor
the work of Mrs. Cohen, as well as our amazing youth
group leaders Kevin and Allisa Horwitz, and all the
unforgettable educators who are helping to make sure
that the next generation of Jewish people will continue
to shine the message of our people onto the world. 

L'shalom,
Ari

https://orshalomlc.zoom.us/j/87428883124?pwd=Y2lhTkIwQWozRU04YmdCYUVHSGVkZz09
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have truly gone above and beyond to provide
stellar programming and in person b’nai
mitzvah.  Everyone has worked so tirelessly this
past year and I want to publicly thank them and
I hope you will consider doing the same.

On a different note, I have been involved in a
national program through Upstart called
Change Accelerator. My cohort is focused on
Reimagining Institutions and we come from a
variety of Jewish Organizations- synagogues,
JCCs, Federations. We talk about what each
organization has been able to accomplish during
the pandemic and what Jewish institutions  will
need to add or change, post pandemic, to be
centers of connection in this “new normal”. My
project has a particular focus on Jewish
leadership and belonging, and I am exploring
how we strengthen our community through our
relationships at the synagogue.  I invite you to
keep your eyes open for some exciting new
opportunities!

It is May 4th when I am writing this and I’m on a
plane headed to Texas where my father lives. I
am taking my first flight since the pandemic
began, but It’s not the flight I expected to take
this week. I was scheduled to go to Boston to
help my youngest child pack up post
sophomore year at Boston university and spend
a few days in the city just hanging out and
exploring. 

As the saying goes, man makes plans and God
laughs. So, I am on the way to Texas to the
hospital where my father is once again being
treated for a variety of ailments. As I reflect on
the unexpected change in my week, I realize
that most of this past year has gone this way;
we planned, we were derailed , we grieved the
loss of the “plan” and then we moved on with
the revised plans. 

Such has been much of the year professionally
as well. But, as I speak to many other 

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Lora Zygman
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congregations and Jewish
groups, I am happy to know
that Or Shalom is ahead of the
curve. The clergy and staff 

https://www.orshalomlc.org/form/fundr-loxbox-MAY-2021
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Winter seemed too long and too fast at the
same time. And then Spring arrived and so did
snow – so who can actually keep track anymore?
Spring means many things to me and my family,
including the end of Tax Season (which is how
we CPA’s track our calendars). It also means
Pesach and Seder with family, which, one year
into the pandemic, was still limited. And it
means that the days get longer, the sun shines
brighter, the weather is warmer, and I always
feel happier and less stressed. It’s time to take
the dogs for walks, light up the new grill, and
enjoy some time with family and friends.

Our Or Shalom family has done an amazing job
at pivoting to continue to provide a fulfilling
spiritual home to our community, while not
spending much time in the physical temple
building. As we note the one-year anniversary of
our new pandemic world, we are also
welcoming a time when vaccinations are
becoming more readily available for more of us.

We will continue to see more of our lives re-
open and return to normal, although it will likely
be a new normal. Our Or Shalom Covid Task
Force continues to meet regularly to plan for re-
opening as the guidelines allow. It is likely that
we will continue to wear masks in public, just as
we wear shoes. And our capacity limits may
continue, although likely to increase as more
are vaccinated.  But now that it is Spring, we can
look forward to outside events. 
Our first Shabbat in the Lot is planned
for May 21st and we are working on
programming so we can start being
together as a community outside of
our Zoom screens.

Spring also means the end of the
school year. This 2020-2021 school
year has been one that won’t soon be
forgotten, as our Religious School
teachers provided meaningful and

FROM THE PRESIDENT
Laura S. Goodman

lot of questions and unknowns, but the actual
implementation was an amazing achievement.
Our long-time Religious School Director, Marcia
Cohen, is retiring this year. Although the timing
of her retirement was planned for a while, no
one expected the final year to unfold as a virtual
school in a pandemic. Mrs. Cohen handled this
complexity with grace and skill – it was truly
incredible. I hope everyone can join in the
festivities to celebrate Mrs. Cohen, starting with
Shabbat services on May 14 through the car
parade on Sunday May 16.

I’m so proud of the way our entire community
has continued to thrive in these pandemic
times. We will continue to plan and strategize,
updating protocols as guidelines allow. But no
matter what comes our way, we can continue to
enjoy the good that comes with the change of
seasons – laugh more, love more, and be there
for each other.

L’Shalom,
Laura
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It’s hard to believe that it is
already May. This
engaging education to our
students in a completely
virtual setting. We went
into the school year with a 

https://www.orshalomlc.org/membershhinfo
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As I gather my thoughts to write the last
Shofar Article in my tenure as Or Shalom’s
Education Director, I am looking forward to
being honored by the Or Shalom community
at services on May 14 and 15. It is hard for
me to grasp that 20 years have passed so
quickly and that my retirement is just weeks
away. The thought of leaving students,
families and staff makes me sad, yet I am
filled with joy and gratitude for being part of
so many Jewish Journeys. While there are
many “surprises” that will be revealed during
this upcoming special weekend in May, I am
already blown away by the thought and care
the committee has invested in every detail;
making the celebrations accessible to
children and adults (and even your pets on
Sunday morning for the “Bark Mitzvah!)

There are so many people I have had the
privilege of interacting with over these twenty
years and so many people to acknowledge
and thank. While lists of names are
sometimes difficult to read through, it is a
tradition that actually extends back to our
Torah itself! The Torah portion for Shabbat
May 14/15 is Bemidbar – the first portion of
the Book of Numbers. The portion begins by
God instructing the Israelites to take a census
of every male, beginning with the age of 20.
(There’s that number 20 again!) Why was it so
important for each family to be counted and
noted from what tribe they descended? As
the Israelites had previously been slaves in
Egypt, they did not have their individual name
and place in our community. Perhaps being
counted in the census gave each person 

news from
the school

Marcia Cohen, 
Education Director
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honor and a sense of purpose.
Following in the tradition of Torah I want to
thank each lay leader who has partnered with
me as Education Vice President in my tenure
at Or Shalom. Thank you for being my
mentors, advisors and thought partners:
Wendy Warren, Sarah Gold, Lisa Wilgus, Jeff
Floom, Andrea Ship, Jeff Kruger and for the
past 5 years Dale Truding. I would like to
acknowledge every Board member, Education
Committee Member, J2 Task Force Member,
clergy, staff, teacher, tutor, parent and
student. Although that list would go on for
pages, please know that each of you holds a
special place in my memory and my heart.
You are each much more than “a number” to
me. I treasure every student’s individual
personality, talents and challenges, and have
so much pride in seeing their Jewish learning
progress. Relationships with parents are
equally important and we have shared many
moments from joy to frustration, all within
our safe Or Shalom community. Our J2-
Jewish Journey Learning Program at Or
Shalom is ready to take off and I know that
Rabbi Sarah will nurture the program and
continue to care for each child as an
individual. 

In keeping with the theme of numbers, it
occurs to me that this is my 120th Shofar
Article. (For math lovers the Shofar is
published bimonthly X 20 years = 120 issues.)
The number 120 in Judaism is the age
ascribed to Moses when he passed, and in
the Torah represents the ideal of longevity. 
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A traditional Jewish wish on birthdays is “Ad Maya Esrim” – until 120. So this seems an
appropriate time in which to step down from this role in my personal Jewish journey and move
on to the adventures of retirement. Thank you for trusting me with your children’s Jewish
Education and for allowing me to be part of your family’s Jewish Journey. I plan to stay connected
to Or Shalom and will wear a different kippah as I deepen friendships, worship and volunteering
with all of you to keep our community strong and vibrant. A special thank you to Dale Truding,
Jessica Ceisel, Andi Freier, Bill McNulty and Rabbi Ari for the many hours you are devoting to
make the weekend of May 14-16 so extra special. 

L’hitraot – looking forward to seeing you soon – and hopefully in person! 

Marcia Cohen

news from
the school

Marcia Cohen, 
Education Director
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Shavuot Confirmation

Service 5781

Celebrate the confirmation of

our 10th grade students!

Sunday, May 16th

@5pm

Rebecca Kahn
Hannah Kruger

Sofia Seaver
Cael Wharton
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WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR B’NAI MITZVAH
STUDENTS’ MITZVAH PROJECTS!

Mason Marder:
For my Mitzvah project, I collected over 100 new toys to donate to Lurie’s Children Hospital’s Epilepsy unit.
This project is personal to me because I have spent a lot of time there and was given toys during my stays. It
really cheered me up and gave me something to keep my mind off all the annoying medical tests and stuff
they had to do while I was there. I hope to bring the same joy to other kids going through similar experiences.

Abby Golden:
For my mitzvah project, I chose to collect new bath, body and hair products for children in the foster care
program of JCFS Chicago.  I selected this project because everyone deserves to have products that make
them smell and feel good about themselves and which gives them pride. I also don't want people to be
treated differently just because of what they have - or don't have - especially kids. My Torah portion spoke
about people having the infliction of leprosy and how they were often shunned from the community as a
result. I thought this project fit well with that portion because oftentimes, our society is not kind or respectful
to people who are of lesser means or unfortunate circumstances, and I don’t think that children should have
to go through that. My family and friends were extremely supportive of this project and helped me to collect
hundreds of bottles of products which will make a large impact on the lives of many children.

Tripp Davis:
For my Bar Mitzvah project I have decided to work with the Crohn's and Colitis foundation. On June 12th I will
be participating in a walk to raise money and awareness for these serious diseases. This is near and dear to
my heart as my grandmother suffered from ulcerative colitis for 34 years and passed away in 2014 from
complications of this disease. I know that she would be proud of the work I am doing and my wish is to find a
cure for these horrible conditions so others would not have to go through what my "Mimi" went through. I
know she will be walking with me that day.

Jacob Ramsay
For my mitzvah project, I am hosting a collection drive for Cradles to Crayons. Cradles to Crayons is a
nonprofit organization that provides resources to homeless and low-income children. Approximately 197,524
children in Chicago live in low-income or homeless situations. That is one in three children! This is not ok and
makes me feel sad. I have decided to collect new socks for these kids. Socks are a vital part of keeping feet
healthy. No one should be deprived of a simple clothing item that most of us take granted. I always have
socks in my drawer. If I get a hole in one of my socks, I just throw it away without even thinking, and my mom
replaces them. I want the same for these children. I have distributed flyers in my neighborhood asking for
people to help me support Cradles to Crayons by donating new socks, sizes 2T to adult medium and I have a
collection box on my front porch. I have also placed a collection box at my school and have posted my flyer
on Schoology so all students can help donate these socks in need. It will make me feel like I have made a
difference in these children’s lives with the help of my community.
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Liam Waelder
For my Mitzvah Project I made masks for the Waukegan Library to give out to underprivileged kids in our
community, and for my family and my friends. The reason I did this is because with everything going on in the
world, I just wanted to give back to the people. I wanted to do something that would help people personally
and genuinely make a difference, since at that time masks were in low supply. I made about 300 masks with
help from my sister and our family friend Laura Perry-Keller over the span of 3 months. We were going in
almost every week to sew and try to make something that really mattered to me. Throughout the process and
even now, I learned how fun and enjoyable it is to help people, even in the monotonous process of sewing
and making masks in high heat. It was a fun experience and I enjoyed spending time doing something
positive and I am glad that I was given the opportunity to do it 

Elanna VanKirk:
For my mitzvah project, I chose to donate items to Orphans of the Storm. Having a pet in your life can make
you happy, especially during the pandemic. Having an animal companion can lift up your spirits, so I set up a
donation collection at my school to give to Orphans of the Storm. By improving the animal's quality of life, this
could also improve the lives of the people who adopt them. During quarantine, my family adopted our dog,
Tricia. She has absolutely improved my life and made my days that much better. I would love to be able to do
the same for others as my Mitzvah project.

Ryan St. Louis
For my mitzvah project I am collecting new and used sports equipment to give to people who can’t afford the
equipment themselves. Basketball shoes, baseball bats, baseball mitts, cleats, etc; these items can get
expensive. This helps people to be able to play sports with the correct equipment. I am also going to donate
my time and energy to help at a dog shelter named Wright Way Rescue. My two favorite things are sports and
animals and I want to help them both.

Evan Shlau:
For my mitzvah project, I will be helping out at Feed My Starving Children. I think this will help out because
there are too many people who don't have enough food to survive. I have gone to Feed My Starving Children
before and usually, once you're done, they show a video of how many people you've helped out and it made
me realize you can help a lot of people by doing something very small.  

WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR B’NAI MITZVAH
STUDENTS’ MITZVAH PROJECTS!
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Thank you to our awesome Youth Group
Advisors, Kevin and Allisa Horwitz

Kevin and Allisa have served as Or Shalom's
Youth Group Advisors for the past 14 years,
working with children from 4th through 12th
grade. They are stepping down as Youth
Group Advisors at the end of June, and we
are so grateful for the hundreds of students
they have had the opportunity to involve in
social activities and community building over
the years.  

Kevin and Allisa brought our High School
Youth Group from its infancy as the Jew Crew
was born, to a place where consistently Or
Shalom was awarded NFTY minyan awards -
with the participation of 10 teens or more at
NFTY events. Under Kevin and Allisa's
mentorship, the Jew Crew also became a
leadership training  opportunity with many
teens going from
Jew Crew to become NFTY-CAR Board
Members. (NFTY-CAR is our regional youth
group of the Reform Movement). 

Even as teens graduate High school and
move on to college life and beyond, Kevin
and Allisa still maintain connections with
them through a Jew Crew Alumni network

OR SHALOM
THANKS ALLISA & KEVIN HORWITZ

 with virtual and in-person gatherings.

Although they are leaving their formal
position at Or Shalom, they will continue to
nurture and grow this group of 20-30 year
olds and keep them connected to Judaism
and the Or Shalom community. 

Kevin and Allisa were recently nominated for
JUF Springboard's LEAD award (Leadership,
Education, Advisor, Dugma) and were
celebrated as finalists at last month's
Springboard 18 under 18 event.

We will miss you Kevin and Allisa - May you
go from Strength to Strength.
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2021 Earth Day/Green Team

Your Green Team has been sharing the love
of Creation and ways to preserve it in
multiple ways the past few weeks! 

Earth Day Celebration:
We got some beautiful—& a tad blustery—
weather for our very first Earth Day
Celebration on May 2. Participants learned
what’s recyclable and what isn’t, numerous
ways to eliminate our dependency on single
use plastics, what native plant gardens do
to help our environment, how to grow
prickly pear cactus that is native to our
area, and the huge benefits and pleasures
of driving electric cars. Participants, who
walked away armed with free plants, free
seeds, and new veggie plant knowledge,
also helped us plant some lovely flowers to
beautify the entrance to our beloved
temple! Thank you to our volunteers: Sarah
Gold, Charlene Riffer, Marina Mayer, Rick
Clute, Eric Katzman, Tanya Zivin, Lindsay 
 and Hannah Levine, Alec Hauser, Nina
Hoffman, Art Noparstak, Renee Brown, John
Katz-Mariani, and Sandi Epstein.

 And thanks to Steffi and Fred for your
invaluable support!

Environmental Shabbat:
Our second annual Environmental Shabbat
revealed the deep connections between
our faith and the wonders of the natural
world. Our weekly liturgy is steeped in
appreciation of Creation and calls for us to
awaken to the miracles that surround us.
Our service, led by congregants young and,
uh, not as young, centered on partnering
with God to repair and preserve those
miracles for today and for future
generations. So many thanks to those who
read for us so beautifully a seamless mix of
prayers, poems, songs, and original
writings: Baylee Horwitz, Justin Rubenstein,
Sophia and Renee Brown, Eliana Bernat,
Nina Hoffman, Sarah Gold, Todd Katz, and
John Katz-Mariani. And thanks to Rabbi
Margolis and Cantorial Soloist Laurie Akers
for your kindness, support and inspiration. 
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2021 Earth Day/Green Team

Gardening Workshops:
Congregants who zoomed in got the
lowdown on the keys to successful
gardening of vegetables and native plants,
two related but extremely different
approaches to growing that lead to a very
similar spiritual outcome—a deep
appreciation for the daily miracles the land
can produce. Or Shalom has Mitzvah
Gardens whose produce goes to the local
food pantry. Two native plant gardens now
on site provide pollinators and beneficial
insects to help us grow our veggies. You
can volunteer to help! Kids not required but
very, very welcome. Sign up for a week to
help care for the Mitzvah Gardens and get
hands-on learning at: 

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/805
0f4cadac23a4fa7-mitzvah1

Plant Sale:
While this article is being written before the
Plant Sale, it is safe to say that we sold a lot
of plants! We also got a lot of volunteer
help in unloading, sorting, labelling, and
even delivering a very wide variety of plants.
Thanks to all volunteers! And thanks to our
customers, as your purchases will support
Green Team programs, such as the Earth
Day Celebration, green onegs, and a longer-
term goal to help Or Shalom purchase a
restaurant-quality dishwasher. 

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/8050f4cadac23a4fa7-mitzvah1
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS

RACIAL JUSTICE CORNER

https://www.spertus.edu/critical-conversations-workshop-allyship
https://www.orshalomlc.org/event/uncomfortableconvo
https://www.juf.org/jbabychicago/j_class.aspx?cid=581
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0D4DA9AF2DAAFDC70-orshalom1
http://bit.ly/OSWP52521
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS

https://www.orshalomlc.org/event/OSPOTBjuly21
http://bit.ly/OSBGPrideDrive21
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Jew Crew: 9th-12th Graders
Come meet the

candidates at our
Jew Crew Board

Elections 
on zoom 

Tuesday, May 11th
at 8 pm

 

For any questions about
these events,

please contact 
Kevin & Allisa Horwitz

at Rooster973@aol.com
 

https://orshalomlc.zoom.us/j/591583259?pwd=cnM5cStaNWNmKzZ6WEhhZ0NrK0hUUT09
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Shane Blumberg
Matthew Ciaccio
Michael Ciaccio
Lily Cohen
Graham Getlin
Lainy Goldberg
Raelynn Golden
Jayden Goldkind
Andrew Goldstein
Jordyn Hein
Benjamin Hocin
Austin Kim

Leia Kruse
Levi Lazar
Audrey Lenhoff
Jake Levenbrook
Lily Levenbrook
Ryan Levenbrook
Lyla Magnifico
Mason Marder
Adaya Margolis
Elliot Minsley
Hannah Moustakis
Paige Polen

Birthdays

Macie Atleson
Andrew Becker
Asher Cleek
Kennedy Cohen
Tessa Dubin
Isaac Huyett
Liam Meadors
Emmy Melamed
Sara Mittelman
Evan Molk
Parker Olbur
Parker Polen

JUNEMAY

Grace Rubenstein
Joanna Schulman
Sawyer Schwartz
Joshua Sherman
Isabella Silverman
Nina Slavutsky
Sophie Solomon
Ryan St. Louis
Jack Traubenberg
William Waelder
Alyssa Waitzman

Benjamin Reuter
Alexis Rubenstein
Sam Rubenstein
Madison Schiff
Samantha Schiff
Hannah Stern
Jacob Suby
Colby Test
Benjamin Truding
Carly Waitzman
Ian Waters



JUNE 2021
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MAY 2021
always check your email and our website for the most up-to-date program information. 

always check your email and our website for the most up-to-date program information. 
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Phyllis Akers
Jerry Apfel
William Bauman
Minnie Berg
Rose Bernhardt
Cantor David
Brandhandler
Pearle Cohen
Stuart Dubin
Richard Dubin
Muriel Friedman
Robert Gorlick
Jean Gottlieb
Sadie Homer
Lee Perelstine Kagan
Sherman Lawrence Kahn
Gertrude Klegerman
Anne DeHoff Kraft
Emma Manasherov
Norma Marcus
Hymen Pearl
Patti Perlmuter
Leo Perlstein
Paul Robin
Frederick Bud Schwartz
Harold Shainer
Doris Shapiro
Sylvia Sidell
Jack Silverman
Sam Singer
Irving Stein
Julius Winker
Robert Wolfson

Stanley Bate
Jacob Bernstein
Gail Duchen
Florence Goldstein
Sam Greisdorf
Neil Lampel
Mark Lazerwith
Diane Lederman
Dan Harold Levy
Mildred Magy
Myra Max
Florence McNulty
Lionel Minnen
Ann Murnick
Lenore Neer
Gussie Razowsky
Benjamin Reback
Anna Reiss
Michael Sidell
Clint Strohmeier
Phyllis Tepper
Hela Truding
Shirley Weisbrodt

At Shabbat, we remember our loved ones
May 21May 14May 7 May 28

Bob Bernhardt
Bernice Bork
Augusta Brafman
Joey Ciaccio
Tom Cywinski
Claire Fidlow
Avrum Gold
Eleanor Hartmann
Frances Hodosh
Ida Horvath
Shirley Jacobson
Evelyn Katz
Lillian Weil Klein
Mark Kurz
Melvyn Lasko
Philip Masaracchia
Alexander Paley
Fred Pinsel
Anita Rendler
Lillian Rootberg
Robert Schwartz
Paul Selan
Anastasia Skarbek
Bella Tepper
Sam Tolub
Ronald Edward Wachter
Kelly Wharton
Adeline Zivin
Dora Zuperman

Dave Bernstein
Ida Edison
Raymond Edwards
Kenneth Falk
Geri Freeman
Sheldon Gardner
Ira Golan
Ilse Hardy
Yetta Hauser
Herbert Hirsch
Rubin Jacobson
David Lesser
Samuel Lichter
Meer Miller
Sandy Minsky
Henrietta Morton
Jacob Noparstak
Bradley Ornstein
Meyers Osherwitz
Meyer Mike Rosen
Lillian Rosenberg
Charlotte Saltzman
Lee Schlaff
Richard Joel Siegel
Don Silver
Anna Stern
Jason Sylvan
Mary Lou Thompson
Stanley Wolff

19
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June 11

At Shabbat, we remember our loved ones
June 18 June 25 July 2

Joan Beard
May Bernstein
Max Biss
Iris Brenner
Howard Chimberoff
Harry Cohen
Harry Feldman
Harriet Fine
Nancy Fjellstedt
Louis Gallas
Joel Gilfand
Samuel Gross
Philip Hauptman
Sam Hochberg
Daniel Lee
Sally Leventhal
Sylvia Loebman
Max Moskovitz
Sadie Rosenberg
Max Rosenblum
Lynda Silverman
Eleanor Singer
Larry Tepper
Karen Wadler
Richard Weber
Joseph Weisbrodt
Betty Willey
Aaron Wolf
Richard Woods

Doris Balter
Sam Barton
Rabbi Naftali J. Berg
Ira Blustein
Marion Brown
Norman Buxbaum
Libby Cohen
Myron Davis
Anne Dorfman
Milton Dunn
Stanley Ephraim
Jan Ephraim
Clara Floss
Seymour Gardner
Harry Grabow
Rita Hymen
Rose Katz
Nathan C. Kessler
Allison Kohen
Robert Luskin
Jacque McNulty
Lillian Pechter
Hyman Rosenberg
William Saretsky
Theodore Sattler
Dorothy Sattler
Louis Ship
Ilene D. Weinberg
Jack Wilcox

Barbara Beck
Nelida Bernheim
Florence Bogeaus
Sharon Andelman
Bromberg
Ruth Colodny
Stuart Finer
Art Gran
Carrie Hess
Rose Kagan
Nathan Lerfelt
Myron Levy
Lillian Lewis
Evelyn Marder
Mannie Maresky
David Miller
Jason Mogilner
Gail Nelson
William Pitzele
Ferne Robin
Herbert Rosen
Shyrlie Shriberg
Sarah Siegel
William Silver
Ethel Silverman
Alvin Sterling
Melvin Tobias
Polina Ulmishek

Doreen Barton
Mira Bayevskaya
Leonard Berkowitz
Barry Bernhardt
Jack Diamond
Joseph Ellis
Richard Hoffman
Eileen Holzer
Leo Huttas
Louis Katz
Bonnie Sue Kutsumanis
Howard Landsman
Selma Mann
Leo Miller 
Harlene Miller
Maury Niems
Joseph Sachsel
Fred Schwartz
Ida Semer
Lenore Shapiro
Mary Shipkin
Theodore Smith
V. Keith Swager
Wayne Topel
Betty Waas
Shirley Jane Nagirner
Weinstein
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Daniel Baier
Bernard Coleman
Stanley Cywinski
June Fine
Sidney Finglass
Gus Flaris
Polly Gallay
Jordan Glassman
Rose Goldberg
Ivan Goodman
Bernard Gottfried
Jack Hencel
Ellen K. Hodosh
Sidney M. Janowitz
Shirley Kahn
Carl Lambert
Michael Looper
Stewart Matros
Samuel Neer
David Adam Pagan
Anne Rudzin
Morey Sachnoff
Barbara A. Schwarz
Don Silver
Grace Tepper
William Wharton

June 4
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MUSIC FUND
in honor of

The Bar Mitzvah of Mason Marder
from Richard & Betty Levenfeld

 

in memory of:
·Pia Gordon’s mother, Beverly Weisbrodt

from Andrea & Stuart Ship
 

PRAYER BOOK FUND
in honor of:

·      The yahrzeit of Matthew David Herman 
from Mary Jane Rattner

 

RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
in appreciation of:

·      Scott Brown & all the vital, valuable vaccine finding volunteers
from Mort & Irene Blieberg

·      Or Shalom and the shlach manot treat 
from Rabbi David & Susan Spitz

·      Rabbi Ari's overall awesomeness. 
from Sophia Brown & family

·      Rachel and Rabbi Ari Margolis, my dear niece and nephew-in-
law and other caring congregants reaching out to help others

from Susan S. Schoenberg
·      Rabbi Ari for his guidance in helping Ryan prepare to become

a Bar Mitzvah . from The Jacobson Family
·      Alexander Goldstein from anonymous

 
in honor of

·      Sophia Bown's Bat Mitzvah from Donna & Alex Gaidamak
·      Mason Marder's Bar Mitzvah 
from Jen & Emily Daniels-Lake

·      The bar mitzvah of our grandson Nathan Feldman 
from Judy & Jim Feldman

·      The yahrzeit of Eleanor Yvette Kaye from Mary Jane Rattner
·      Harrison Joseph Fischoff Bar Mitzvah

from Sherry R. Eagle
 

in memory of:
·      Linda Woodrow from Cathy Bromberg, Lee Galarce, Nina

Hoffman, Jen Daniels-Lake, Matt Marder & Jessica Ceisel
·      David Hartstein from Eleanor & Bill Blustein

·      Judy Stein from Margie & Art Shriberg
·      Samuel D. Plotnick from Mark Plotnick & Hope Freeland

·      beloved Father from Naomi & John Chase
·      The yahrzeit of my mother, Mildred Levy Coe 

from Richard Levy
 Judy Stein from Stephen & Marilyn Cooper

 

CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
in appreciation of :

Cantorial Soloist Laurie's incredible musical contribution to Sophia's
special day. from Sophia Brown & Family

·      Cantorial Soloist Laurie for her guidance in helping Ryan prepare
to become a Bar-Mitzvah. from The Jacobson Family

·      Alexander Goldstein from anonymous
 

CARING FUND
in appreciation of:

·      Lora Zygman & the Or Shalom Covid Vaccine "Finding" Team
from Carole Kantor

 

in memory of
·      Ida Glassberg from Carol Berkowitz/Don Dixton

·      Dorothy Lewis from Mark Plotnick & Hope Freeland
·      Judy Stein from Rita Dessner & Robert Field

·      M. Harvey Field from Robert Field
 

GENERAL FUND
in appreciation of:

·      Rabbi Ari and those who help with getting the vaccines
from Joanne Kruger

 

in honor of:
·      Bat Mitzvah of Macie Atlelson from Jerry & Wendy Goldstein

 

in memory of:
·      Ida Glassberg from Barb Nieman & Don Kocol

·      My father Rubin's yahrzeit from Burt & Sharon Behm
·      Ida Glassberg from Deb & John Sobel

·      Judy Stein from Herb & Sheila Kirshner
·      Ida Glassberg from Jane & William Dugan
·      Ida Glassberg from Judy & Leon Rischall

·      the yahrzeits of Rose & Jacob Applebaum from Sandy Friedman
·      Ida Glassberg from Sylvia & Hyman Treitman

 

wishing a speedy recovery to:
·      Bill McNulty from Barb Nieman & Don Kocol

 

LEGACY OF LIGHT FUND
in memory of:

·      Judy Stein from Bill & Susan McNulty
 

MITZVAH MEALS FUND
in honor of:

·      Mason Marder becoming a Bar Mitzvah
from Margie & Art Shriberg

 

in memory of:
·      Judy Stein from Judy Sidell

·      The yahrzeit of Edward Dorfman from Judy Sidell
·      Judy Stein from Sheryl Kabak

 
 
 
 
 

CONTRIBUTIONS
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RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND

in appreciation of:
· Marcia Cohen and her many years of service to the education of the

Jewish community from Abbe & Al Heller
· The service of Marcia Cohen to the education of the children of

Congregation Or Shalom. The energy and innovation Marcia offered
our students will reap rewards far into the future. Thank you for your

selfless dedication to Jewish studies and traditions 
from Sheryl Kabak

· Rhonda Wehner's incredible tutoring and support of Sophia Brown
from Sophia Brown & Family

· Marcia Cohen from Mort & Irene Blieberg
· Marcia Cohen from Kevin, Ellyn, Jake, Sammy & Max Adkisson

·Marcia Cohen – Thank you for all your years of dedication to Or
Shalom from The Reback Family

• Marcia Cohen from The Hauptman Family
• Marcia Cohen - Wishing you a well-deserved retirement! 

From The Zivin Family
• Marcia Cohen from Jerry & Wendy Goldstein

• Marcia Cohen from Bill & Barb Greenfield
• Marcia Cohen from Robin & Kevin Green

 

in honor of:
· Marcia Cohen’s Retirement and years of commitment to Jewish

learning of our youth! 
from Margot Maresky & Bradford Graham

· Marcia Cohen’s Retirement from Jeffrey & Sharon Strelitz
 

STEPHEN MCNULTY YOUTH FUND
in appreciation of:

· Robin Cleek, for helping us find our vaccines! 
from Michelle & Dave Weiner

 

in honor of:
· Mason's Bar Mitzvah from Bill & Susan McNulty
· Macie’s Bat Mitzvah from Bill & Susan McNulty

 

in memory of:
·Judy Stein from Bill & Barbara Greenfield

·Judy Stein from Carol Goldberg & Mark Goldstein
·Stephen McNulty from Carole & Dave McNulty

·Judy Stein from Sandy & Richard Huttas
 

CONTRIBUTIONS
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MEMORIAL PLAQUES 
The purchase of a Memorial
Plaque is a special way to
permanently remember a
departed loved one.
For a $500 donation, an
engraved plaque will be added
to the memorial board in the
sanctuary.  This can be done 
at any time, but it is an
especially meaningful way to
commemorate a yahrzeit
(anniversary of the date of
death). If you would like to make
arrangements to purchase a
plaque, please call the Temple
office at (847) 362-1948.

TREE OF LIFE
The purchase of a leaf on the
Tree of Life is a special way to
commemorate a family
simcha such as a new birth, a
wedding, special anniversary,
Bar/Bat Mitzvah or any other
special event. For a minimum
donation of $250.00, an
engraved leaf will be added to
our Tree of Life. For a minimum
donation of $1,000, a stone will
be placed at the bottom of the
Tree of Life and can be
inscribed in honor of a family
member for any occasion.
Please call the Temple office at
(847) 362-1948 to arrange to
purchase a leaf or stone.



Or Shalom has a variety of funds to mark special occasions; commemorate life-cycle events; or to
show appreciation for acts of kindness. These funds are used to support major extra-budget
educational, religious and social action programs. Please mail donations to the Temple office,

designating the specific fund and the acknowledgement information.

MAKE A DONATION
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FLORENCE & ARTHUR BOGEAUS YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Donations to this fund will be used to provide Jewish educational experiences for children and
teenagers.
CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND 
Donations to the fund will be used to support special musical activities at the discretion of the
Cantor.
CARING COMMITTEE FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to help defray costs of providing items of comfort in times of
illness, surgery or loss.
LEGACY OF LIGHT FUND 
Donations to this fund will be used to pay down the principal on our mortgage.
LEVENFELD/KRITZLER ADULT EDUCATION FUND 
Donations are used to fund adult education events including scholar in residence.
LIBRARY FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to improve our library resources and provide literary experiences.
MUSIC FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to help defray costs of new music, instruments and equipment. 
 Additionally, this fund will sponsor special music programs.
STEPHEN MCNULTY YOUTH FUND 
Donations to this fund honor the memory of a beloved young person from Or Shalom and are used
to fund major programming and equipment expenses for the Temple’s youth programs.
PRAYER BOOK FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to purchase our Reform prayer book, Mishkan T’filah.
RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to make scholarships available when needed, to help support
special activities and to give to worthy causes at the Rabbi’s discretion.
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to allow all of our children to benefit equally from our educational
program by giving scholarships to deserving students.
ANNA & LEON RUDZIN HOLOCAUST EDUCATION FUND
Donations to this fund will be used to educate the students of Congregation Or Shalom about the
Holocaust and its effect on the Jewish people.
ZENA SINGER RETREAT SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Donations to this fund will be used to provide scholarships to individuals and families to allow all to
benefit from our annual retreat.
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21 Hawthorn Parkway • Vernon Hills, IL 60061
847-362-1948

2020-21 Board of Trustees
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Laura Goodman, President
Jeremy Seaver, Executive Vice President
Jerome Goldstein, Vice President - Finance
Dale Truding, Vice President - Education
Joel Bernheim, Treasurer
Amy Haith, Secretary
 
 

Jeri Atleson
Adele Ennis
Pia Gordon
John Katz-Mariani
Eric Katzman
Jeff Kruger
Karl Larson
Steve Leventhal
Lindsay Levine
Michelle Levine

Lynn Levy
Bill McNulty
Amy Meeske
Nicole Miller
Evan Rullman
Charlie Silverberg
Farrah Silverberg
Joel Skinner
Randy Sylvan

Members at Large

Executive Board 

Congregation Or Shalom Clergy & Staff
Rabbi Ari Margolis
Cantorial Soloist Laurie Akers

Lora Zygman, Executive Director
Marcia Cohen, Education Director
Erin Levine, Associate Director of Education & Youth Engagement
Jen Daniels-Lake, Director of Engagement & Clergy Relations
Lauri Holmes, Director of Financial Services
Steffi Friedman, Temple Office Administrator

Congregation Or Shalom welcomes all who embrace Judaism and want to explore opportunities for
meaningful spiritual, cultural and social engagement. 

Through shared experiences, Congregation Or Shalom fosters lasting relationships that connect us
as an extended family.

 
We are an inclusive and diverse community that respects individual expressions of 

belief and practice. 
Interfaith families are warmly welcomed. Together, we continually discover how Judaism enriches

our lives and helps us make the world a better place. 
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